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Migrate your workloads on time & on budget with
2nd Watch & Melbourne IT Enterprise Services.

MELBOURNEITENTERPRISE.COM.AU

1800 664 222

CLOUD FACTORY
ACCELERATES CLOUD MIGRATION
Cloud Factory is a solution for migrating data centres to the
public cloud and reducing the complexity within IT operations.

BENEFITS

2W Cloud Factory Services provide a comprehensive set of
services and tools to assess, design and migrate either entire
data centers or individual workloads to the public cloud.

FAST ROI Move an entire datacenter in weeks
instead of months or years

2W Cloud Factory Services is an industry-first solution with a
fixed price, predictable schedule and reliable opex forecast that

MINIMAL REFACTOR

comes from its unique combination of proven methodologies,
certified experts, and patent-pending tools.

MINIMAL DOWNTIME We use state of the art
technology and tools to ensure the migration can

Entire Data Centre migrations in less than
3 months

happen with customer uptime goals in mind.
CLEAR MIGRATION COSTS

Deploy an automated factory to efficiently
migrate workloads to the cloud in less time.

$2,000 per server provides a clear path to budgeting
the move(s)*
*A minimum number of servers and managed services may be required.

As low as $2000 per server

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

PHASE THREE

ANALYSE

AUTOMATE

DEPLOY

Workload and infrastructure Assessment

Prepare workloads for transformation

Activate factory and migrate workloads

1. Inventory of all workloads &
Infrastructures

3. Determine workload

7. High level design

10. Build migration schedule

dependencies

workload

- Network/Services/Database/
SAN/Application/Security
4. Determine software
license strategies

2. Application Classification
- Virtualised

8. Detailed design
Capture

5. Determine testing &

Transport

Q/A requirements

AWS import

- Physical (Linux/Windows)
- Database Server
-Infrastructure as code
- Manual build & configuration

Post-launch configuration
6. Determine migration

Completion cutover

9. Build core services

veloctiy & timing

Melbourne IT Enterprise Services designs, builds and operates

2nd Watch is an enterprise workload management provider that

custom cloud solutions for Australia’s leading enterprises. Its expert

helps companies accelerate data center capacity growth through

staff help enterprises solve business challenges and build cultures

adoption of the public cloud. The company’s public cloud-native

that enable organisations to use technology investments efficiently

services and tools implement and automate critical workload

to improve long-term value. With more than 15 years’ experience

management

in delivering managed outcomes to Australian enterprises,

provisioning, operations, financial management, and governance.

Melbourne IT has been long associated with enabling success. Its

2nd Watch has helped hundreds of customers increase agility

certified cloud, consulting, and security experts repeatedly deliver

and lower operation costs by shifting workloads into more than

results. This is why so many of the brands you already know and

75,000 instances in the public cloud. The venture-backed company

trust rely on Melbourne IT.

is headquartered in Seattle, Washington.

processes

including

migration,

procurement,
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THE RIGHT SOLUTION IS MELBOURNE IT
melbourneitenterprise.com.au
1800 664 222 corporate.sales@melbourneit.com.au

